SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

→ When using the emergency power adapter please make sure that the contact pins are not bent or short-circuited.
→ Please note the usual safety instructions for handling batteries.
→ Improper handling may cause injury by the tips of the contact pins.
→ The use of the adapter should only be done by trained staff.
→ Use the emergency power adapter only briefly for single emergency opening of a lock.
→ Keep the adapter in a dry (non-condensing) environment without the battery.

USER INSTRUCTIONS

→ Connect the emergency power adapter with 9-volt battery / PP3. (Image 1)
  Pay attention to the correct contact.
→ Then insert the contact pins in the correct position and completely into the appropriate sockets on the reader housing. (Image 2)
→ Open the lock with an authorized RFID card.
→ Disconnect the emergency power adapter immediately from the reader.
→ Disconnect the battery from the adapter and store both appropriately.
→ Change the batteries of the lock.